
ABSTRACT 

 

 

Research of Cooperative Learning Methods, types of Student Teams Achievement 

Division (STAD) in an effort to enhance student learning outcomes on economic subjects 

of class X in high school Pasundan 8 Bandung, with the aim to find out whether there is a 

difference in student learning results before being given treatment was given at the time 

the posttest and to find out whether the type of Student Teams Achievement Division 

(STAD) can improve student learning outcomes in high school Pasundan 8 Bandung. 

Many factors affect student learning outcomes, one of which is a learning method 

applied to teachers in the classroom. 

The methods used in this research is experimental design and methods used are a Quasi 

Eksperimen Design, from desaign Quasi Eksperimen that is selected is the Control Group 

Time Design, which becomes the object in this study are student class  X-1 with total of 

31 people as class experiment and student class X-2 with a total of 29 people as a class 

controls. 

Student learning outcomes data retrieved from the posttest result multiple choice. The 

results multiple choice. The result of this research study result showing the difference of 

84,25 for the class of experiment, and 55,79 for the class of control. This is evidenced by 

the different test result value  (t), from the above calculations is obtained while tcount = 

17,46 and ttable = 2,75. So that whwn inserted in the formula tcount > ttable hypothesis, H0 

unacepted and so H1 accepted. 

The conclusion is there is an increase in student learning outcomes between the X-1 that 

uses the model of learning Student Teams Achievement Division (STAD) and students of 

class X-2 which do not use method of learning Student Teams Achievement Divison 

(STAD). From the results of the study recomended learning with a Learning Method 

Cooperative Learning type of Student Teams Achivement Division (STAD) can improve 

student learning outcomes, preferably in as one of the alternatives in the activities of 

economic studies especially on material of national income. 
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